How did you get into publishing in the first place? When I first started my
artist’s practice I made books in very small editions or even just one book at
a time. At a gallery opening someone took one when I wasn’t looking, which
was upsetting, but it was a pivot point for me: I realized that books need to
circulate, even those made by artists. Why not make more? Now, I don’t make
anything without first thinking about how and why it should circulate, and how
to make it accessible. In what ways do you navigate your platform as a publisher; artistically, structurally or institutionally? And what parts of culture
are dependent on the publications, if any at all? I identify with publishing as
an artistic practice. Recently, I transformed QUEER.ARCHIVE.WORK from an
artist’s publication into a non-profit organization, based in Providence, RI. It’s
a risograph publishing studio and community reading room, free and open to
all, but prioritizing LGBTQIA+, BIPOC, immigrants, disabled, and other underserved folks. I believe in independent, experimental publishing as a liberating
force. How do you understand the idea of ‘publishing as architecture’? As a
publisher, do you see this framework that you exercise your creativity within
as liberating, or as claustrophobic? I’ve never thought about it as architecture, although I am now most focused on the power of physical space and the
printed artifact as porous tools for assembling people and ideas. Publishing
is always about selection (what should we publish) and amplification (who
can access it). It’s about creating publics. These are ideas that relate directly to embodiment and materiality, so why not think about it as architecture
indeed? In talking about contemporary publishing, it is inevitable that we
mention the predicted death of print. What’s the enduring appeal or meaning of materiality, of the physical object, the time capsule, the printed artifact right now? Will there be a new influx on the newsstand? Since the early
2000s we have been obsessed with materiality and the physical and this was
the moment when the internet first entered our pockets. Network culture became ubiquitous, the iPhone appeared, and feeds took over how we engage
with media (and how we publish). Since then, print culture has never been
stronger. It’s a celebration; the continuation of a very long trajectory of human
communication. As long as we exist as embodied creatures this will continue.
But forget the newsstand. The newsstand is a late-capitalism graveyard. What
is worth printing in 2020? Queer stories. Stories from anyone who
is historically left out of archives. Anything that refuses and resists
institutional power. Anything that makes good trouble. I believe in
radical publishing.

How did you get into publishing in the first place? Growing up in Africa I
would dream of being a film director. I got into school to become an optician,
but eventually decided to drop out to attend art school instead. I wanted to
tell a story. When I started my first magazine, Kilimanjaro, there was nothing
like what I was doing. I didn’t really like mainstream fashion magazines as they
were so institutional. At the start I wasn’t even doing graphics, I wasn’t using
a computer, but Kilimanjaro’s first issue actually won a D&AD award. This idea
of ‘just doing it’ translated into Modern Matter. In what ways do you navigate
your platform as a publisher; artistically, structurally or institutionally? And
what parts of culture are dependent on the publications, if any at all? I never
relied on ads because people always bought my magazine. I feel that putting
together a magazine is about the paper, the format, the craftsmanship, the
idea – but mostly about the fact that ‘it is there’. This might be very African
of me; it doesn’t really matter if it’s a magazine about architecture, music or
fashion – it’s the fact that it is published and out there on the marketplace.
How do you understand the idea of ‘publishing as architecture’? As a publisher, do you see this framework that you exercise your creativity within
as liberating, or as claustrophobic? Architecture represents a beautiful aspect of life; of people living. It’s about engineering and creating structures,
but it’s also about beauty and aesthetics. The idea for most of my magazines
start from physical dummies and I’m always considering the physicality of
the magazine first. An issue never starts from the content, it starts with the
frames. I start with what you’re going to see from the outside and then I fill it
with content. In this sense it’s relatable to architecture. In talking about contemporary publishing, it is inevitable that we mention the predicted death of
print. What’s the enduring appeal or meaning of materiality, of the physical
object, the time capsule, the printed artifact right now? Will there be a new
influx on the newsstand? You can never achieve or imitate the feeling you get
when you pick up a magazine like Modern Matter with an online experience.
Something has to happen in the real world for you to even have content online. The offline is what I’m interested in and that’s why I never felt threatened
by this ‘death or print’. What is worth printing in 2020? A true individual experience. By observing the pluralities of individual experiences I believe we find
a way of knowing each other more. That is very important.
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Publisher of Modern Matter & Kilimanjaro
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How did you get into publishing in the first place? In 1991 myself and two
friends decided to start our own magazine. We wanted to be a vehicle for all
these creative people who had nowhere to publish their more experimental,
personal work. We made the decision to not accept traditional advertising so
that no one could tell us what to print and not print, and we would give artists
full creative freedom. That was the birth of VISIONAIRE. In what ways do you
navigate your platform as a publisher; artistically, structurally or institutionally? And what parts of culture are dependent on the publications, if any at
all? In 1996 we collaborated with Louis Vuitton. That was a turning point for
us, to work with a brand as a “sponsor,” kind of like a patron of the arts. In the
early-2000s, VISIONAIRE was produced as 4,000 to 6,000 numbered copies.
As time went on, it made more sense to limit the edition run, to be able to do
more extravagant production; thereby making VISIONAIRE an “experience”
rather than a publication. Traditional magazines do not have a place in our
world as they currently exist. Millions of disposable magazines made of precious trees and toxic inks end up in landfills as a horrifying waste. How do you
understand the idea of ‘publishing as architecture’? As a publisher, do you
see this framework that you exercise your creativity within as liberating, or
as claustrophobic? The idea of interacting and navigating a physical piece
is an inherent part of VISIONAIRE. We have actually worked with architects
on cases and formats and we re-build the framework with each new edition.
Often, what we are trying to do hasn’t quite been done before, so there is always some frustration as we cajole manufacturers/factories/printers. For the
artists, we set a theme and parameters to see what comes back. My partner
James Kaliardos and I never get bored because VISIONAIRE provides us the
launch pad for anything we want to do. In talking about contemporary publishing, it is inevitable that we mention the predicted death of print. What’s
the enduring appeal or meaning of materiality, of the physical object, the
time capsule, the printed artifact right now? Will there be a new influx on the
newsstand? I believe there is absolutely an enduring appeal of the printed
artifact” and that is, for me, VISIONAIRE. “Newsstands” can only deal with
the traditional set-up by big business which inevitably homogenizes the industry and makes it all crap. What is worth printing in 2020? Publications
that celebrate creative ideas and innovative formats, that engage
senses, that show a subject in a new light, that enrich our own way
of processing the world and that exercise our minds.
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How did you get into publishing in the first place? I am and have been working with various media outlets for the most part of my professional career,
but at times I feel alienated by their rigid hierarchies, normalising content
tactics and goal-driven strategies. In what ways do you navigate your platform as a publisher; artistically, structurally or institutionally? And what
parts of culture are dependent on the publications, if any at all? I understand
and develop syg.ma as an environment where different authors collaborate
on text-based projects. The heterogeneous and open structure of the platform allows for a wide range of possibilities. This in turn opens new ways
for securing funds – at the moment syg.ma is financed through donations
and special projects with institutions. In that way the project becomes a reflection of the intellectual, political and financial forces at play at any given
moment. How do you understand the idea of ‘publishing as architecture’?
As a publisher, do you see this framework that you exercise your creativity
within as liberating, or as claustrophobic? This open structure of syg.ma can
be understood as an architectural blueprint which lays out specific ways to
create, distribute or consume content. I find the opposition between liberty
and limitation highly problematic. I still call myself editor-in-chief although I
don’t hold ultimate power over which article gets published. Me and my colleagues devise and put content in a system of filters that regulate distribution.
I imagine syg.ma as a system in a metastable state which definitely requires
a lot of engineering thinking. In talking about contemporary publishing, it is
inevitable that we mention the predicted death of print. What’s the enduring
appeal or meaning of materiality, of the physical object, the time capsule,
the printed artifact right now? Will there be a new influx on the newsstand?
When I joined the syg.ma project I found myself in a very rich environment
constantly in flux. Such quality can’t be easily transferred into material artefacts. However I don’t believe in the death of print, it is a unique medium that
has potential for crystallizing an insane amount of organizational, intellectual
and artistic effort into one object. Print is a costly enterprise so the idea for
our upcoming physical publishing program is to try to experiment with offline
as well as online distribution and make the final product available in various
forms – from exclusive risograph copies to those that can be produced using
minimal home equipment. What is worth printing in 2020? Everything and nothing. What really interests me is how text reflects the
interaction between an author and immediate environment. Every
text is an important achievement that also erodes its ultimate value.
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How did you get into publishing in the first place? Throughout my various
travels, I would spend a significant amount of time visiting bookstores and not
see the content that I desired to see, particularly work by Black contemporary
publishers. I find that we often tend to exist within the mix but we are almost
never the main point of interest. In response, I self published Project Blackmass (2018), which was picked up by The Schomburg Center for Research
in Black Culture. That document was sort of the begging of the formula that
birthed BlackMass Publishing. We are now building up and expanding the
structure. In what ways do you navigate your platform as a publisher; artistically, structurally or institutionally? And what parts of culture are dependent on the publications, if any at all? We are continuing to add programming
that extends beyond the context of print. We recently organized the BlackMass Mail Program, which is now an on-going project where Black artists, at
any time can mail in works of all mediums, not just limited to printed matter.
As the structure of BlackMass is forever in transition, we continue to engage
in alternative forms of communication. How do you understand the idea of
‘publishing as architecture’? As a publisher, do you see this framework that
you exercise your creativity within as liberating, or as claustrophobic? I’ve
never thought much about how architecture may merge with my idea of how
I publish, but then I became aware of how I started to engage with printed
matter outside the format of a book. I started to collect and source paper; I
paid very close attention to the printing process; and how paper functioned
as a spread without the binding. Is it even a book? It became apparent that
those were elements of building something. Now, how do I want the object
to interact with the space it plans to occupy? Through bookmaking, I’ve canceled the idea of restrictions and that’s liberating for me. In talking about contemporary publishing, it is inevitable that we mention the predicted death of
print. What’s the enduring appeal or meaning of materiality, of the physical
object, the time capsule, the printed artifact right now? Will there be a new
influx on the newsstand? For so long I’ve heard talk about print being dead
and finally I’ve had enough. For those who have declared the medium DEAD...
They have missed the point and don’t deserve to engage. The newsstand has
survived many time periods and holding a newspaper is still a pleasure for
me. I’m not too worried about it dying. Utilize print as a means of
space, conversation and dialogue! What is worth printing in 2020?
I guess all knowledge or information that we truly believe is necessary to share…
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Isabelle Graw
Publisher of Texte zur Kunst
Quarterly Frequency, Circulation of 5,000
Berlin
How did you get into publishing in the first place? I got into publishing quite
deliberately, but as a byproduct of my ambitions. Towards the end of the
1980’s I wanted to found an art magazine in Germany that would introduce
new methodological and social-political approaches to art and art criticism
while not rejecting popular culture in a phobic way, as most art historians did
at the time. That’s why I founded Texte zur Kunst. In what way do you navigate your platform as a publisher, artistically, structurally or institutionally?
And what parts of culture are dependent on the publications, if any at all? Of
course I think strategically about what Texte zur Kunst should do – online or
offline. I am working with an excellent team of editors and we are discussing
the changing economic, social and artistic conditions to decide how Texte zur
Kunst can make a strong proposition in the midst of that. We sell the magazine, advertising and artist’s editions in order to finance our enterprise. How
do you understand the idea of ‘publishing as architecture’? As a publisher,
do you see this framework that you exercise your creativity within as liberating, or as claustrophobic? Conceptualizing an issue of Texte zur Kunst comes
closer to activities like composing or choreographing; the contributions in
each issue have to sound good together, they have to be choreographed in
such a way that each text resonates with one another while speaking in its
own singular voice. We don’t have absolute freedom when planning an issue, but compared to how architects also have to make concessions to their
clients, we can certainly take more liberties. In talking about contemporary
publishing, it is inevitable that we mention the predicted death of print.
What’s the enduring appeal or meaning of materiality, of the physical object,
the time capsule, the printed artifact right now? Will there be a new influx
on the newsstand? For now, there are many people (like myself) who prefer
reading a text when it has been printed. A magazine like Texte zur Kunst has
a certain degree of fetish character as an object: some people seem to enjoy
having it around. Printed magazines might remain fascinating objects due to
their materiality and haptic quality, but it seems that online publications will
be the future in the long term. I have realized that I simply get many more
responses from readers when we publish on our website. What is worth printing in 2020? The year 2020 was and is a great year for writers despite this terrible pandemic. As people stay at home they also read more. Books
still sell and writers keep writing. In contrast to visual artists, who
need their work to be materially experienced in exhibitions, the distribution infrastructures of publishing have remained more intact.
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Preface
Publishing is by all means a form of architecture. What we essentially do as publishers and editors is to make space, frameworks,
structures – and build sites (for others) to occupy and work within. Like the architects, we
conceive physical and material objects albeit
on different terms; whether as a building or as
a book. We curate connections – whether visual, linguistic, social, material, symbolic, intellectual, emotional – we design new narratives. The process of printing a book and its
mechanisms; choosing its paper, form and
size, finishing and details – to the actual execution and printing, is essentially building
through printing. When being asked by architect Ippolito Pestellini Laparelli to contribute
to the 2020 Russian Federation Pavilion at the
Venice Biennial of Architecture, these were
some of the thoughts that came to mind.
With this year’s theme being “How Will
We Live Together?” and particularly the Russian Pavilion’s investigation around ‘the public
role of cultural institutions’, I started thinking
about the idea of domestic publishing and
wanted my contribution to revolve around
that. In the wake of the global outbreak of
COVID-19, I found myself as a publisher and
my practice operating with limited resources;
the printeries closed and 1200 copies of my
previously published publications were stuck
in a distributor’s warehouse in the countryside
UK. What do we do when all existing institutional modes of production, publishing and
distribution vanish in crisis? As a response, I
wanted to create a publication that could be
self-produced and self-distributed at home, or
within a domestic or local space, while still defending the paper medium. I wanted to make
use of the home printer – that of the amateur
– and to consider self publishing in relation to
autonomy and personal agency. I wanted the
publication to be downloaded free online and
translate into print – to avoid selling, shipping
or sending the print-prepped file. Playing with
the possibilities, limitations and variations of
different home printers I wanted to make the
publication as generic as possible; printed
on A4 copy paper, set in monochrome color

(black and white), no images, no binding; minimal efforts and technical requirements. All
this could allow for a more open and efficient
publication, circulation and discourse.
Paper publishing is in many ways the
ultimate manifestation of many of the values
arising amid this pandemic: attention, dedication and patience. What’s the enduring appeal
or meaning of materiality, of the physical object, the time capsule, the artifact right now?
Print media and the values it inhabits have
been somewhat neglected in the context of
the internet. Amid this ongoing viral pandemic,
most of us have been completely immersed in
the digital sphere and exposed to short-lived
content, click-bait headlines and fast-food
journalism on a scroll — formed by the ‘quantity over quality’ mentality that has imprinted
the domain of digital media. As an antidote
to this, printed matter is loaded with collectibility, stackability and longevity which allows
us, as readers, to wrestle with our attention
span, and for once fully retreat to something
substantial. Primitive, authentic and meditative material objects you can emotionally
and physically connect with; smell, touch and
study. It can certainly bring an experience with
a presence the digital flicker cannot successfully imitate, replicate or translate. During and
following this pandemic, it will be interesting
to see how people — readers or publishers —
will grapple with the printed medium, whether artistically, economically, mythologically,
physically, symbolically etc.
This foldable one-sheet publication, in its
zine-friendly, pocket-sized format, contains a
questionnaire with six fellow contemporary
publishers – ranging from self-publishers to
commercial publishers, of publishing conglomerates or of micro-press – who challenge
the traditional institution of publishing in any
form.
Elise By Olsen

